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Facial Features Localisation are defined using the information about the valleys, edges, peaks and intensity of the 
face image. The eye template interacts with the face image by adjusting its parameters 
to  minimise  a  composite  energy  functional.  Thus,  finding  the  eyes  reduces  to 
numerical optimisation of minimising the energy function. The template is sufficiently 
flexible  to  locate  the  eyes  despite  variations  in  size,  orientation  and  lighting 
conditions. More shape information is  used,  however sometimes the  algorithm not 
converge to the desired result. The algorithm was computationally costly, involving 
sequential  change  in  the  values  of  up  to  11  parameters,  followed  by  numerical 
optimisation  of the  energy term.  The success  of the  process was  very sensitive to 
initial  starting  conditions.  When  the  template  was  initially  positioned  above  the 
eyebrows the algorithm failed to distinguish between the eyebrows and the eyes. In 
[11] Xie et al used a Kalman filter to track a deformable template's results [10]. It was 
claimed  that by using  a  better choice parameters  and  optimisation techniques,  the 
problems resulting in non-convergence suffered in [12] were alleviated, however the 
size of their database is not reported. 
In  [9]  Stringa uses  the bright spot of light reflected from an  illuminating  light 
source to  locate the pupil.  Even though it is  possible  for the light spot be  absent, 
Stringa relies on this and then postulates that the horizontal intensity variation across 
the eye will be symmetric about this bright spot, with a change in intensity between 
sclera and iris and another sharp change in intensity between bright spot and iris. The 
shape of the eye is used only indirectly, via the intensity variations. Stringa reported 
100% success on a database of 333 faces with a fast processing time. However, the 
technique is intrusive and may not be so successful in cases where an artificial light 
source is not be available. 
A standard Hough transform (SHT) has been used [6] to detect the instance of a 
circular shape and an ellipsoidal shape which approximate the perimeter of the iris and 
sclera respectively. Both the measured iris and sclera centre were used to provide eye 
spacing measurements. The iris centre measurements were within +  2  pixels of the 
subjective estimate of the eye centre. A recent approach has employed a non explicit 
form of concentricity [5] and achieved good results. However, the databases used in 
[6] and [5] were relatively small comprising of only 6 pairs of eye measurements. 
In section 2, we describe the new HT formulation; in section 3  we describe its 
implementation. In section 4 we illustrate that a simple peak count in the SHT as used 
in [6] may not correspond to pixels of the whole iris,  instead sometimes the arch of 
eyebrows or eyelids. Attempts to locate the iris based on a count per unit radius tend 
to favour small circles in the corner of the sclera. As  such,  none of the approaches 
hitherto have used  one particularly strong feature of the eye, namely that it is  the 
centre of a set of concentric shapes. This allows extension of a proven technique (the 
HT provides a result equivalent to matched filtering) in a non-heuristic manner. The 
resulting technique requires few parameters, and none specific to eyes. Also, it offers 
potential for finding the eyes without priming by prior knowledge. Since the eyes are 
the only feature with this concentricity a technique formulated to use it will deliver the 
eyes automatically, when applied to a whole face image. The eyebrows enclose the 
eye lids which enclose the iris which contains the pupil. Thus, concentricity affords 
the basis for a new method of eye location. 